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heterogeneous entities search query are disclosed
herein. A user may enter the heterogeneous
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The retrieved heterogeneous interrelated entities
are searched in a unified matrix that represents
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SEARCHING HETEROGENEOUS INTERRELATED ENTITIES

BACKGROUND

[0001] Activity on the World Wide Web ("Web") involves heterogeneous

entities such as end users, web pages, search queries, and keywords. These

entities may be referred to in the search context as objects. The objects may be

interrelated by virtue of having similar content or by some other relationship.

Traditional searches performed using search engines, such as commercial web

search engines, generally deal with single types of objects, such as web pages

or documents.

[0002] Most of these traditional search services generally take a search query

as input from a user and display a ranked list of web pages as a search result.

However, the user may desire more robust information such as a list of possible

words that may be used to refine the submitted query for more accurate results,

a list of users who have searched for the same keyword, and even web pages

related to a specific web page. Only searching single types of objects tends to

limit the information provided to the end user and, therefore, reduces the

accuracy and value of the search results.

SUMMARY

[0003] This summary is provided to introduce simplified concepts of

searching heterogeneous interrelated entities for a heterogeneous entities search



query, which is further described below in the Detailed Description.

Implementations for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities based on a

heterogeneous entities search query are described.

[0004] In one implementation, a user may enter a search query having one or

more heterogeneous entities through an input interface. In response to the

query, a set of search results may be retrieved from a unified space. The

unified space represents relationships between all the heterogeneous entities,

each of which belongs to an entity type. Results of the search may then be

presented to the user as a list or series of lists of heterogeneous interrelated

entities.

[0005] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a

simplified form to be further described below in the Detailed Description. This

summary is not intended to identity key features or essential features of the

claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit the scope of the

claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The detailed description is set forth with reference to the

accompanying figures. In the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference

number identifies the figure in which the reference number first appears. The

use of the same reference numbers in different figures indicates similar or

identical items.



[0007] Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary system architecture implementing

techniques for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities.

[0008] Fig. 2 illustrates an exemplary computing device for searching

heterogeneous interrelated entities.

[0009] Fig. 3 illustrates a diagram of sample interactions between

heterogeneous entity types and a sample co-occurrence matrix reflecting the

interactions.

[00010] Fig. 4 illustrates exemplary method(s) for creating a unified space

model for implementing searching of heterogeneous interrelated entities.

[00011] Fig. 5 illustrates exemplary method(s) for searching heterogeneous

interrelated entities.

[00012] Fig. 6 illustrates exemplary method(s) for searching and ranking

heterogeneous entities.

[00013] Fig. 7 illustrates exemplary method(s) for ranking heterogeneous

interrelated entities.

[00014] Fig. 8 illustrates exemplary method(s) for improving search accuracy

using feedback mechanisms.

[00015] Fig. 9 illustrates an example of the presentation of search results of

heterogeneous interrelated entities including paper, author, conference, and

keyword entities.



[00016] Fig. 10 illustrates an example of the presentation of search results of

heterogeneous interrelated entities including variations of the query and/or

related queries, URL's, papers, and words.

[00017] Fig. 11 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary system for

performing a search for heterogeneous interrelated entities.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[00018] This disclosure is directed to techniques for searching heterogeneous

entities over a network, such as the World Wide Web. More particularly, the

techniques involve searching for a set of heterogeneous interrelated entities

having multiple entity types based on a heterogeneous entities search query.

[00019] The described systems and methods relate to searching heterogeneous

entities over a network, such as the World Wide Web, for a search query. The

heterogeneous entities may be interrelated by virtue of having similar content

or by some other relationship. For example, the heterogeneous entities such as

authors, papers, conferences, and keywords involved in a literature search may

be interrelated because a given keyword may appear in a given paper as well as

be the subject of a particular conference. Thus, a search for a heterogeneous

entity of a specific type may be used to retrieve multiple interrelated

heterogeneous entities of different types.



[00020] It thus becomes feasible for end users to specify their information need

along different dimensions by providing queries that include different entity

types. In addition, search results that include multiple types of entities provide

informative context for users to better understand the search results and

facilitate their information exploration. Still further, multiple relations among

heterogeneous entities may be utilized to evaluate the relevance and rank of a

particular type of entity.

[00021] Toward this end, the systems and methods receive a search query as an

input using an interface such as a graphical user interface. The search query

may include multiple entities of one or more entity types. For each entity in the

search query, a search is conducted in a unified space of heterogeneous

interrelated entities to retrieve results, also in the form of heterogeneous

interrelated entities. The unified space represents relationships between

heterogeneous entities of multiple types.

[00022] The retrieved heterogeneous interrelated entities may thus include one

or more entity types. The results of the search may then be presented to the

user as a list or a series of lists of heterogeneous interrelated entities classified

based on the entity type. The results of the search may also be ranked based on

the relevancy, date, or other criterion before being presented to the user.

Furthermore, the results of the search may also be refined using a feedback

mechanism.



[00023] Multiple and varied implementations are described below. For

example, the following section describes an exemplary environment that is

suitable for practicing various implementations. Also described are

representative implementations of systems, devices, and processes for

implementing searching heterogeneous interrelated entities for a search query.

Exemplary Computing Environment

[00024] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary environment 100 that is suitable for

implementing techniques for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities for a

search query. For discussion purposes, the environment 100 may be a system

that includes one or more client devices 102-1, 102-2... 102-n, collectively

referred to as 102 hereinafter, communicatively linked through a network 104

to each other and to the computing device 106.

[00025] The client device 102 may be implemented as a variety of

conventional computing devices including, for example, a server, a desktop PC,

a notebook or portable computer, a workstation, a mainframe computer, a

mobile computing device, an Internet appliance, a network router, etc. or a

combination thereof that are configurable to search and present results for a

search query from the network 104.

[00026] The network 104 may be a wireless or a wired network, or a

combination thereof. The network 104 may be a collection of individual

networks, interconnected with each other and functioning as a single large



network (e.g., the Internet or an intranet). Examples of such individual

networks include, but are not limited to, Local Area Networks (LANs), Wide

Area Networks (WANs), and Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). Further,

the individual networks may be wireless or wired networks, or a combination

thereof.

[00027] The computing device 106, may be implemented as a variety of

conventional computing devices including, for example, a server, a desktop PC,

a notebook or portable computer, a workstation, a mainframe computer, a

mobile computing device, an Internet appliance, a network router, etc. or a

combination thereof that are configurable to implement searching

heterogeneous interrelated entities, ranking search results, and using feedback

to improve search results using the network 104.

[00028] In one embodiment, the computing device 106 includes a processor

108 coupled to a memory 110. The memory 110 includes a search module 112,

a ranking module 114 and a feedback module 116. The memory 110 may be

coupled to, associated with, and/or accessible to other devices, such as network

servers, router, and/or other computing devices 106. When a particular client

device 102 sends a search query through the network 104, the computing

device 106 processes the search query and returns a set of results, which may

include multiple heterogeneous interrelated entities for the search query. The

heterogeneous entities, also referred to as data objects or objects, include

entities such as end users, search queries, and keywords.



[00029] The search module 112 receives a search query as input from a

graphical user interface and, in response to the query, the search module may

retrieve and return heterogeneous interrelated entities of multiple types. The

retrieved entities may include similar and related content to the search query.

For this, the search module 112 may search for the heterogeneous related

entities in a unified space representation of various heterogeneous related

entities of multiple types. In one implementation, the search module 112 first

represents the various available heterogeneous entities in the unified space as

explained in detail later. Then the search module 112 searches for queried

heterogeneous entities in the unified space representation to retrieve multiple

interrelated entities as results. For example, a search query "xbox" may give

multiple entity types such as relevant users, Web pages, text-queries, related

words, competitors as results.

[00030] The ranking module 114 ranks the heterogeneous interrelated entities

retrieved for the search query by the search module 112 based on the similarity

between the search query and the entities. For example, the search query may

include a set of words that correspond to entities having one or more entity

types. Each such entity may be ranked based on criteria such as similarity, date

or other criterion. The ranked results may then be sorted into lists based on the

entity types and may be presented to the user.

[00031] In one implementation, the results are further refined using the

feedback module 116. The feedback module 116 receives the search query as



input and finds semantically related entities corresponding to the search query

using feedback mechanisms. The feedback mechanisms used to find

semantically related entities are either based on entities pre-judged by users or

on the first few highly ranked results retrieved by the search module 112. An

expanded query is formed based on the semantically related entities, the search

query, and a set of weighting factors. The expanded query may be used to

retrieve and rank all the entities again to get refined results.

[00032] Results of the search thus obtained, including the heterogeneous

interrelated entities for the search query, may be presented to the user as lists or

a series of lists.

Exemplary Device

[00033] Fig. 2 illustrates various components of an exemplary computing

device, such as computing device 106, shown in FIG. 1. In one embodiment,

the computing device 106 may include, but is not limited to, a processor 108, a

network interface 202, a system memory 110, and an input/output interface

204.

[00034] The network interface 202 enables the computing device 106 to

receive a search query from the client device 102 over the network 104. For

example, the network interface 202 may be used by the computing device 106

to return results of the search over the network 104 to one or more client

devices 102 using a graphical user interface.



[00035] The memory 110 includes computer-readable media in the form of

volatile memory, such as Random Access Memory (RAM) and/or non-volatile

memory, such as Read Only Memory (ROM) or flash RAM. The memory 110

typically includes data and/or program modules for searching heterogeneous

interrelated entities for a search query in which interrelated entities are

immediately accessible to and/or operated on by the processor 108.

[00036] In one implementation, the memory 110 includes program module 206

and program data 208. The program modules 206 include the search module

112, the ranking module 114, the feedback module 116 and other modules 210.

The other modules 210 may include other software that assists in the

functioning of the computing device 106, such as the Operating Systems. The

program data 208 includes search queries 212, heterogeneous entities 214 and

other data 216 specific to the system or the applications.

[00037] The search module 112 receives a heterogeneous interrelated entities

search query as input and may then retrieve and return various types of

heterogeneous entities. The heterogeneous interrelated entities search query

may be any combination of entities of different entity types. A query Q may be

of the format Q := [t, : ID \ l=1 ., where k is the number of entities in query Q.

The term [t : ID1] indicates the type of z-th entity in Q (t )and its identifier (ID)1.

For example, in a literature search task, the query Q := [author: Jiawei Han;

word: mining] is a combination of two entities. The first entity is an author and



its identifier is Jiawei Han, whereas the second entity is a word and its

identifier is mining.

[00038] The search module 112 receives the heterogeneous interrelated entities

search query and may then return multiple types of heterogeneous interrelated

entities including relevant users, Web pages, text-queries, related words, and so

forth. For example, a heterogeneous interrelated entities search query using

"xbox" as the keyword may return results including relevant users, Web pages,

text-queries, related words and so forth. A user may alternatively input a Web

page query such as "www.xbox.com" and receive similar results because the

Web page and keyword are interrelated.

[00039] For this, the search module 112 may search for the received query in a

unified space representation of available heterogeneous entities. The unified

space represents the relationships between the available heterogeneous entities

and may be constructed based on a multiple-type graph G(V, E) of N vertices,

with the z-th vertex corresponding to the z-th type of entities X1. The graph thus

includes N types of entities [Xi,X2, ---,XN ) - If two types of entities have an

interaction relationship, there is one edge e - e E connecting the z-th andy-th

vertices.

[00040] Each interaction relationship may be derived from the graph and

represented as a co-occurrence matrix with each entry measuring the

correlation strength between two corresponding entities. For example, the

interaction between words and documents may be represented by a co

i l



occurrence matrix, with each entry in the matrix measuring the word

importance for the corresponding document. The documents may be

represented as columns and the words may be represented as rows. Each

column denoting a specific document having document entity type makes an

entry based on whether the word exists in the document. In this way, each edge

Q1J in a multiple-type graph corresponds to a | X| | matrix M tj and it may have

a weight a,j reflecting the relative importance of its co-occurrence matrix,

where \X,\ denotes the number of entities of type X1.

[00041] The multiple-type graph thus encodes the semantics of all the

interactions among heterogeneous entities. Semantically related entities may

directly co-occur with each other or with other types of entities. For example,

in a literature search, two researchers may be directly related because they have

co-authored papers. The authors may also be implicitly related because their

papers are published. These interactions may assist in answering a query with

semantically related entities.

[00042] Given a query Q and a multiple-type graph G in a unified space

representation, the search module 112 may retrieve several lists of relevant

entities as search results. All the entities in each list are of the same type and

ranked by relevance with respect to Q.

[00043] Table 1 presents a mock up result example of a given query Q :=

[author : Jiawei Han; word : mining] in a literature search task. Here there are

4 types of entities i.e. papers, authors, conferences and keywords. Thus, the



results are presented as 4 lists. Each list may be ranked according to the

relevance of the entities within the list with respect to the query Q. For

example, the first conference is KDD, which is the most relevant conference to

the query Q and the first keyword is "pattern", which is the most relevant

keyword.

Table 1: An example of heterogeneous interrelated entities search results in a

literature search application.

[00044] In one implementation, the search module 112 may represent all the

heterogeneous entities in a unified framework. Within this framework, all

entities are represented in a unified space. Thus, the relevance between any

two entities (even in different types) may be measured in this space.

[00045] An Extended Vector Space Model (E-VSM) is used to represent all

heterogeneous entities in a unified space. E-VSM is an extension of the

traditional vector space model. In the traditional vector space model, given a

term by document co-occurrence matrix A = [atj ], each document is represented

by a word space, which corresponds to a column vector in A, and each word is

represented in a document space, which corresponds with a row vector in A .

To seek a unified space to represent both documents and words, the two spaces

spanned by words and documents may be concatenated to thereby represent



each entity (document or word) by a unified longer vector. By filling zeroes in

the missing dimensions of each entity, the following unified matrix is obtained:

0 A

Aτ 0

[00046] However, this kind of representation is of little value since the word

and document have no overlapped dimensions with nonzero values, and thus

their similarity score is still zero in this space. The two zero matrices may be

replaced by the co-occurrence information among documents and among

words, respectively. In the worst case, where this co-occurrence information is

not available, an entity co-occurs with itself by default and the zero matrix may

thus be replaced by the identity matrix I . The unified representation may then

be expressed as:

A
U =

A1 I

[00047] Each row in the upper part of the unified matrix given above is a

document representation vector and each row in the lower part is a word

representation vector.

[00048] Similarly, the search module 112 may construct a unified matrix for

any multiple-type graph. On a multiple-type graph, each type of entity co-

occurs with other types of entities. Similar to the document and word

representations in a Vector Space Model, an entity may be represented by

several vectors. Each vector corresponds to a type of entity that co-occurs with



the considered entity. Formally, given a multiple-type graph G with N vertices,

the z-th type of entities may be represented by the y-th type of entities via a

weighting transformation of matrix MyM 1/ . By concatenating all the matrices

together, we may represent each entity by a longer vector, thus forming a large

matrix U :

[00049] Each row of U0 is a vector representation for an object or entity. Note

that M is not necessarily equal to M -T since they may use different

transformation. It may be assumed that each entity co-occurs with itself by

default. Then, a unified matrix U1 is obtained:

I
1N

M
2 1

I M 2λU1 =

M m M N 2 • • • I

[00050] In the unified matrix U\, each entity corresponds to a row vector. All

the entities are represented in a unified space spanned by all the entities on the

multiple-type graph G. An importance value a - for each matrix M - may be

used, thus transforming U\ to a weighted matrix U :



/ 12 12 • " a \ N \ N

Ci 2 1M 2 1 I CI 2 N M 2 N

l =

am M m cιN2M N2 /

[00051] The search module 112 may search for each heterogeneous entity of

the search query in the unified space such as U1 or U, and may identify

corresponding vectors for the entities. The vectors including multiple co

occurrence matrices may have relationships between one or more entity types.

Each such vector may be used to retrieve results for the search.

[00052] The ranking module 114 may rank a set of search results retrieved by

the search module 112 in order of relevance to the search query. The

heterogeneous interrelated entities retrieved as results of the search may be

ranked according to the similarity scores between the retrieved entities and the

search query. Since every type of entity may be represented in the unified

space, each pair of entities could have a similarity calculated by the dot product

of their vectors. Therefore, the entities may be ranked based on a query that

includes a list of entities. Specifically, the similarity between two entity

vectors o\ and O may be given by:

1

where O1 (o2 ) is the /-th value in θ (o2) . Given a query Q := [t,- : ID -]j=1..k in a

heterogeneous interrelated entities search framework and given that Oj is an



entity vector corresponding to they-th entity in Q, the similarity between Q and

an entity vector o is calculated as:

Sim(Q,o) = S(O ,o)
7=1

[00053] Moreover, the similarity between Q and the entity vector o is

represented as Sim( , ό) = S(q, ό) where:

k

J=I

[00054] Thus, q is the vector representation of Q in the unified space. All the

entities may then be ranked according to their similarity defined by the

Sim( ,o) equation, where o denotes the entity vector for each entity of the set

of heterogeneous interrelated entities retrieved as the search result. Since each

entity bears a type, the ranked list may be classified according to their types to

thus obtain the heterogeneous interrelated search results as lists of entities.

[00055] In one implementation, the retrieved results of the search are

categorized based on the entity types. Each entity type is presented as a list

having all the entities of the same entity type. Each such list is then ranked by

calculating the similarity scores between the entities of the list and the search

query. In another implementation, the retrieved results of the search may as a

whole be ranked by calculating the similarity scores between each entity of the

search corresponding to the search query.



[00056] The unified framework facilitates inclusion of co-occurrence

information within an entity type to better measure the similarity between two

objects, as opposed to traditional models.

[00057] In traditional information retrieval, there are two types of objects

involved: words and documents. In an extended vector space model, the

unified matrix is the same as the U matrix described above. Therefore, the z-th

word has a vector w and they-th document has a vector d,- in the unified space.

For m words and n documents

0 n +l ≤ l ≤ n +m,l ≠ n +i
W J,I = l =n +i

[00058] Given a query Q which have k words, let w (r) be the vector

corresponding to the r-th word in the query. Then, according to the Sim(Q, o)

equation provided above, we get:

+ Λ n

[00059] Since U is symmetric, we have d ( -) +« = w . , , which is the co

occurrence frequency of the (r)-th word in they-th document. We have



[00060] Thus, it is the dot product between the query vector and document

vector in a space spanned by words, which is the traditional similarity score

used in vector space models. In addition, co-occurrence information within

documents or co-occurrence information within words may be incorporated

into the framework using the unified matrix, to better measure the similarity

between two objects. For example, the hyperlinks between Web pages may be

regarded as co-occurrence information and be included in the unified matrix.

[00061] The search results retrieved by the search module 112 may be refined

using the feedback module 116. The feedback module 116 may be used for

query expansion, which in turn is used for reformulating the input search query

to improve retrieval performance in the information retrieval operations.

Feedback may be combined with the entities of the search query 212 to help

find semantically related heterogeneous entities 214. The set of semantically

related entities 214 may either be judged by the users, or the top retrieval

results may be used as pseudo feedback. Pseudo feedback learns from the few

top-ranked documents found during a search and learns from them to improve

retrieval accuracy.

[00062] The expanded query vector q of q may be calculated using the

following equation:



O

noerC

where a and β are the weighting factors. By considering the different

types of entities in C, the expansion may be improved as:

q = -q + / - - o
i=l

C o≡C,

where C is the z-th type of feedback entities and J1 is to weigh different

types of entities. A constraint 1 = 1 may be added. Since q is still in the

unified space, the expanded query may be used to retrieve all the entities again

to get refined results.

[00063] Fig. 3 shows an exemplary interaction diagram 300 between multiple

entity types. The multiple entity types include users 302, queries 304, Web

pages 306, and words 308. The entity types may interact as follows: users 300

issue queries 304; queries 304 reference Web pages 306; Web pages 306

include words 308; and so on. Each edge of diagram 300 denotes a single

interaction relationship, which corresponds to a co-occurrence matrix 310.

[00064] A multiple-type graph G(V, E) including a set of vertices denoting

entities and a set of edges denoting interactions may be constructed from the

interaction information. The corresponding graph G includes 4 types of

entities: users 302, queries 304, Web pages 306, and words 308. G includes 5

interaction relationships, and each of them is denoted by an edge in Fig. 3. In

general, all the interaction relationships may be represented as co-occurrence



matrices (e.g., the co-occurrence matrix 310) with each entry measuring the

correlation strength between two corresponding entities. Five matrices

corresponding to 5 co-occurrence relationships similar to the exemplary co

occurrence matrix 310 shown may thus represent the interaction between the

entities. The various co-occurrence matrices may then be represented in a

unified space as explained above with reference to FIG. 2.

Exemplary methods

[00065] Exemplary methods for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities

are described with reference to Figs 1-3. These exemplary methods may be

described in the general context of computer executable instructions.

Generally, computer executable instructions may include routines, programs,

objects, components, data structures, procedures, modules, functions, and the

like that perform particular functions or implement particular abstract data

types. The methods may also be practiced in a distributed computing

environment where functions are performed by remote processing devices that

are linked through a communication network. In a distributed computing

environment, computer executable instructions may be located both in local

and remote computer storage media, including memory storage devices.

[00066] The exemplary methods are illustrated as a collection of blocks in a

logical flow graph representing a sequence of operations that may be

implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or a combination thereof. The



order in which the methods are described is not intended to be construed as a

limitation, and any number of the described method blocks may be combined

in any order to implement the methods, or alternate methods. Additionally, one

or more individual blocks may be omitted from each method without departing

from the spirit and scope of the subject matter described herein. In the context

of software, the blocks represent computer instructions that, when executed by

one or more processors, perform the recited operations.

[00067] Fig. 4 illustrates an exemplary method 400 for implementing

searching heterogeneous interrelated entities in a unified space on the

computing device 106.

[00068] At 402, a multiple-type graph is constructed for all heterogeneous

entity types. The multiple-type graph G (V, E) is made of N vertices with the i-

th vertex corresponding to the z-th type of entities X 1 . An interaction between

two types of entities is shown as an edge e,j e E connecting the z-th and y-th

vertices.

[00069] At 404, for each interaction between two entities, a co-occurrence

matrix is extracted that represents the correlation strength between the entities

for each entry.

[00070] At 406, each entity of the plurality of heterogeneous entities is

represented as a vector using co-occurrence matrices. Each entity may be

represented in another entity's space using the co-occurrence matrices. This

includes representing each entity having an entity type by a series of co-



occurrence matrices of other entity types that may then be concatenated to form

a unified vector. For cases where co-occurrence information is not available,

an entity co-occurs with itself by default and may thus be replaced by an

identity matrix.

[00071] At 408, a unified matrix is constructed using the entity vectors

corresponding to heterogeneous entities. In one implementation, the search

module 112 may construct the unified matrix. The search module 112 may

represent each heterogeneous entity by several vectors. All entity vectors are

concatenated to form the unified matrix corresponding to the unified space.

Each row of the unified matrix is thus a vector representation of an entity. All

the entities represented in the unified space correspond to all the entities on the

multiple type graph G.

[00072] At 410, a search interface on the client device 102 is used to receive a

heterogeneous entities search query as input to be processed by the computing

device 106. The query may be a collection of multiple entities that may have

different entity types. In one embodiment, each entity of the search query may

be searched in the unified space. Based on the relevance of each heterogeneous

entity and vectors corresponding to the entities, a set of search results may be

retrieved. The search results may include multiple entities having one or more

entity types.

[00073] Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary method 500 to perform a search of

heterogeneous entities.



[00074] At 502, a user may input a query that is accepted by the search module

112. At 504, in response to the query, the search module may search multiple

types of interrelated entities. The search module 112 described herein may

allow a user conducting a search to retrieve results in the form of such

heterogeneous interrelated entities using the unified space representation of the

entities. At block 506, the results are presented as a list or series of lists of the

heterogeneous interrelated entities. The results may be presented via various

input/output interfaces, such as a graphical user interface (GUI), etc.

[00075] Fig. 6 illustrates another exemplary method 600 to perform a search of

heterogeneous entities.

[00076] At 602, the search module 112 for searching heterogeneous

interrelated entities may accept a search query. The search query may include

multiple interrelated entities.

[00077] At 604, the search module 112 may perform a search in the unified

space based on the multiple relationships between the entities. At block 606,

the ranking module 114 ranks each entity corresponding to the set of search

results and sorts the entities into lists according to type, similarity, date, or

other criteria. The search results in the lists may then be reordered based on the

ranking.

[00078] At 608, the ranked search results may be presented to the user using a

graphical user interface.



[00079] Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary method 700 to rank the set of

heterogeneous interrelated entities retrieved as search results based on the

similarity between the retrieved heterogeneous interrelated entities and the

heterogeneous entities search query.

[00080] At 702, the search query is represented as a query vector in the unified

matrix. In one implementation, the search module 112 constructs the query

vector as a representation of the search query in the unified space.

[00081] At 704, pairs are formed between vectors of each heterogeneous

interrelated entity returned as the search result and the search query vector. For

example, if ten documents are returned from the search results, then entity

vectors corresponding to the ten documents may form pairs one at a time with

the search query vector. According to one implementation, the ranking module

114 forms the pairs of vectors.

[00082] At 706, a dot product is calculated for each pair of the entity vector

and the search query vector to evaluate a similarity score. Thus, the ranking

module 114 may calculate multiple similarity scores for each retrieved search

result.

[00083] At 708, the heterogeneous interrelated entities retrieved as search

results are ranked based on the similarity scores. For example, the entity

having the highest similarity score may be ranked highest and, thus, be the first

displayed search result.



[00084] Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary method 800 to improve information

retrieval using feedback. In one implementation, the method 800 may be

performed by the feedback module 116 to calculate an expanded query from

the heterogeneous entities search query and obtain a set of refined results.

[00085] At 802, a unified matrix is constructed for all the heterogeneous

entities, which may have multiple entity types. The unified matrix represents

the entities as vectors, which are based on the co-occurrence matrices of entity

pairs.

[00086] At 804, a feedback mechanism is used to find a set of semantically

interrelated entities. The calculation of the semantically interrelated entities

may be based on interrelated entities selected by the users or may be based on

the top few results retrieved by the search module 112 as pseudo feedback.

[00087] At 806, an expanded query is calculated using the heterogeneous

interrelated search query, the set of semantically related entities, and a set of

weighing factors that may be based on the entity types. The expanded query

vector q of q may calculated using the following equation:

where a and β are the weighting factors. By considering the different types of

entities in C, the expansion may be improved as:



where C1is the z-th type of feedback entities and J1is to weigh different types of

entities. A constraint = 1 may be added. Since q is still in the unified

space, the expanded query may be used to retrieve all the entities again to get

refined results.

[00088] At 808, the expanded query is used as the input search query to get

refined results and to improve search accuracy. Thus, the original query vector

may be replaced by the query vector of the expanded query to get refined

results from the unified space.

[00089] Fig. 9 shows an example of the presentation of search results of

heterogeneous interrelated entities such as paper, author, conference, and

keyword entities for a search query "data mining".

[00090] The user interface 900 allows the user to input queries with different

entity types and, in response, the system may return different interrelated

entities as search results.

[00091] At block 902, multiple entity types such as keywords, conference, and

author are used for taking a search query as input. In one embodiment, a user

may input a search query having multiple entity types at the same time as the

input. The search results for the heterogeneous entities search query may be

represented as entities having one or more entity types such as papers, authors,

conferences, and keywords, such as shown by 904. Results within each type of

entity may be ordered by their relevance to the search query. These entities

may also be represented as lists with each list corresponding to an entity type.



[00092] To facilitate user's information exploration, a hyperlink may be

embedded under each entity descriptor. If the user clicks on the hyperlink, the

system may take the corresponding entities as a new query and return all the

relevant entities having a plurality of entity types.

[00093] Fig. 10 illustrates an example of the presentation of search results of

heterogeneous interrelated entities including variations of the query and/or

related queries, URL's, papers, and words.

[00094] The user interface 1000 takes a URL as input and the search module

112 returns bidding terms information, the URL's of its competitors, and also

the potential customers (users) of its products/services. For example, the URL

query may take "www.xbox.com" as input into the search module 112 and

return results such as other words which could have been more appropriate as

search query, related URL's, and other URL's which could give the same

results.

[00095] Fig. 11 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary system for

performing a search for heterogeneous interrelated entities. A general

architecture may be provided for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities.

Different applications may be adapted with little or no modification. System

1100 generally involves two parts: offline indexing 1102 and online searching

1104.

[00096] At 1102, offline indexing is performed by the search module 112. The

offline indexing part may be performed to extract different co-occurrence



relationships from a multiple-type graph that is in turn derived from the raw

sources such as search engine logs. After the co-occurrence relationships are

obtained and represented in the form of co-occurrence matrices, unified

indexing is built using the co-occurrence matrices and the data is pushed to a

repository 1106.

[00097] At 1108, a unified matrix may be constructed to map each entity string

to a unique identifier. This entity string corresponds to an entity vector that

includes relationships between multiple entity types. This matrix may be used

to build representations of each entity by finding all of its co-occurred entities.

Each entity may be associated with an entity type indicator. All entities may

then be indexed into the repository 1106.

[00098] At 1104, the online searching part may accept users' input, compose

the input as a list of entities, and send it to the retrieval and ranking component.

The retrieval component may rank all the entities according to their similarities

to the query. Since each entity has an entity type, the ranking component also

separates the returned entities into different ranking lists and returns them to

the users.

[00099] The online search 1104 may be implemented by various modules

spread across the client device 102 and the computing device 106. For

example, an input/output interface on the client device 102 may be used to

receive the search query and present search results to a user, The search



module 112, ranking module 114 and feedback module 116 in the computing

device 106 may perform the search and ranking operations.

Conclusion

[000100] Although description has been made in language specific to structural

features and/or methodological steps, it is to be understood that the appended

claims are not necessarily limited to the specific features or steps described.

Rather, the specific features and steps are disclosed as examples. Additionally,

it should be understood that certain acts in each method need not be performed

in the order described, may be modified, and/or may be omitted entirely,

depending on the circumstances.

[000101] [0001] Additionally, any of the acts described above with respect to

any method may be implemented by a processor or other computing device

based on instructions stored on one or more computer-readable media

associated with the client machines. Computer-readable media can be any

available media that can be accessed locally or remotely by the client

machines. By way of example, and not limitation, computer-readable media

may comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer

storage media includes volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable

media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information

such as computer-readable instructions, data structures, program modules or

other data. Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM,



ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM,

digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes,

magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any

other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which

can be accessed by the client machines.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for searching heterogeneous interrelated entities

comprising:

receiving a heterogeneous interrelated entities search query;

searching for a set of heterogeneous interrelated entities having a

plurality of entity types in a unified space in response to the search query,

wherein the unified space is based on relationships between multiple

heterogeneous entities; and

presenting the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities as results

of the search.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the searching further comprises:

retrieving the results of the search from the unified space based

on the heterogeneous entities search query, wherein the heterogeneous entities

search query comprises one or more heterogeneous entities of which one or

more entities have different entity types.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising representing the

multiple heterogeneous entities having a plurality of entity types in the unified

space.



4. The method of claim 3, wherein representing the multiple

heterogeneous entities having a plurality of entity types in the unified space

comprises:

constructing a multiple-type graph for one or more heterogeneous

entity types;

extracting co-occurrence matrices from the multiple-type graph,

the extracting based on interactions between pairs of entity types;

forming one or more entity vectors for each heterogeneous entity

based on the co-occurrence matrices; and

concatenating the entity vectors of the heterogeneous entities to

form a unified matrix, wherein the unified matrix represents the unified space.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein constructing the multiple-type

graph for one or more heterogeneous entity types comprises:

identifying a set of vertices corresponding to a set of entity types;

and

identifying a set of edges corresponding to a set of interaction

relationships between the entity types.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein an importance value is

associated with the co-occurrence matrices of the entity vectors of the unified

matrix for one or more heterogeneous entities to form a weighted matrix.



7. The method of claim 4, wherein each entity vector corresponds to

a heterogeneous entity with a specific entity type.

8. The method of claim 4, wherein the concatenating comprises

representing an entry in the unified matrix by an identity matrix when the

heterogeneous entity co-occurs with itself.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising ranking the results of

the search, the ranking comprising:

determining entity vectors for the set of heterogeneous

interrelated entities corresponding to the results of the search based on the

unified space, wherein the entity vectors are based on the relationships between

multiple heterogeneous entities;

calculating a query vector for the heterogeneous interrelated

entities search query;

computing a similarity score for each pair of the query vector and

the entity vector for each entity of the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities,

the similarity score computation based on the dot product of the query vector

and the entity vector; and

ranking the results of the search based on the similarity score.



10. The method of claim 9, wherein the ranking classifies the results

of the search based on the entity type.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising utilizing feedback

from the search, the utilizing feedback comprising

identifying a set of semantically related entities based on the

heterogeneous entities search query;

evaluating an expanded query vector based on the search query,

the set of semantically related entities and weighting factors, wherein the

weighing factor is based on the type of the heterogeneous entity; and

using the expanded query for searching refined entities.

12. A computing-based device comprising:

a memory;

one or more processors operatively coupled to the memory;

a search module configured to:

receive a heterogeneous entities search query;

search for a set of heterogeneous interrelated entities having

one or more entity types in a unified space based on the heterogeneous

entities search query, wherein the unified space is based on the

interactions between heterogeneous entities; and



present the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities as results

of the search.

13. The computing-based device as recited in claim 12, wherein the

search module is further configured to:

construct a multiple-type graph for a plurality of heterogeneous

entity types;

derive co-occurrence matrices from the multiple-type graph based

on the relationships between entity types;

represent each heterogeneous entity as one or more entity vectors,

wherein each entity vector is based on the co-occurrence matrices for the

entities; and

combine the entity vectors of the heterogeneous entities to form a

unified matrix, wherein the unified matrix represents the unified space.

14. The computing-based device as recited in claim 12, further

comprising a ranking module configured to:

extract entity vectors for each entity of the set of heterogeneous

interrelated entities based on the unified space, wherein the entity vectors are

based on the relationships between multiple heterogeneous entities;

compute a search query vector for the heterogeneous entities

search query;



generate pairs of search query vector with each entity of the set of

heterogeneous interrelated entities;

calculate a similarity score for each pair, wherein the similarity

score is based on the dot product of the vectors; and

rank the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities based on the

similarity score.

15. The computing-based device as recited in claim 12, further

comprising a feedback module configured to:

retrieve semantically related entities from the unified matrix

based on the heterogeneous entities search query;

determine an expanded query based on the semantically related

entities, the heterogeneous entities search query, and a set of weighting factors,

wherein the weighting factors are based on the heterogeneous entities; and

retrieve heterogeneous interrelated entities from the unified

matrix based on the expanded search query.

16. A computer readable medium having a set of computer readable

instructions that, when executed, perform acts comprising:

receiving a heterogeneous entities search query;

retrieving a set of heterogeneous interrelated entities with one or

more entity types in a unified space for the heterogeneous entities search query,



wherein the unified space is based on interactions between multiple

heterogeneous interrelated entities; and

displaying the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities.

17. The computer readable medium as recited in claim 16, further

comprising representing a plurality of heterogeneous entities in the unified

space, wherein the representing comprises:

constructing a multiple-type graph with a plurality of entity types,

wherein vertices of the graph are based on the entity types and edges of the

graph are based on interactions between entity types;

obtaining co-occurrence matrices from the multiple-type graph

based on the interactions between the heterogeneous entities types;

generating one or more entity vectors for each heterogeneous entity

based on the co-occurrence matrices corresponding to the heterogeneous entity;

and

combining the plurality of entity vectors of the one or more

heterogeneous entities to create a unified matrix, wherein the unified matrix

represents the unified space.

18. The computer readable medium as recited in claim 17, further

comprising:



evaluating a search query vector for the heterogeneous entities

search query;

determining entity vectors for the set of heterogeneous

interrelated entities based on the unified space, wherein the entity vectors are

based on the relationships between multiple heterogeneous entities;

computing a similarity score for each pair of the search query

vector and the entity vector for one or more entities; and

ranking the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities based on the

similarity score.

19. The computer readable medium as recited in claim 18, wherein

ranking the set of heterogeneous interrelated entities based on the similarity

score further comprises categorizing the set of heterogeneous interrelated

entities as lists based on the entity types.

20. The computer readable medium as recited in claim 17, further

comprising:

recognizing a set of semantically related entities based on the

heterogeneous entities search query;

calculating an expanded search query based on the set of

semantically related entities, the heterogeneous entities search query and a set



of weighting factors, wherein the weighting factors are based on the entities;

and

searching heterogeneous interrelated entities based on the

expanded search query.
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